Proposal: Urgent Funding (one time humanitarian funding)

An elephant killed a poor woman

Late Aloka Biswas killed by elephant at No 2 Shantipur

A great shocked incidence was occurred at No. 2 Shantipur in No. 2 Paschim Kimarikata VCDC under the district of Tamulpur on 08/08/2022. The victim Late Aloka Biswas a woman of 45 years old was coming outside of her house just after 5 A.M. early in the morning. She knew nothing about the elephant that standing in a small jungle in front of her house. She was only 18 to 20 feet away from the yard of their house. Within a very quick moment, a big elephant attacked her and killed instantly. She had five daughters and one son with her husband and mother-in-law. The two daughters Minoti Biswas and Saroti Biswas got married while Aroti Biswas, Riya Biswas and Dugdha Biswas are at home. On the other hand Bikram Biswas is only her son reading in class IV at No. 2 Shantipur Asha L.P. School. Juggu Biswas is also reading in class V at No. 2 Shantipur Asha L.P. School. The family depends on daily wages labor. Her husband Moran Biswas somehow earns their livings by doing daily wages labor, but work is not available in this area for the time being. So in this crucial time financial assistance is the most pressing issue for their family. Otherwise the poor family will lose all expectation to survive in the world.
In the last year also a man was killed by the elephant. Every year during the period of harvesting two to three herds of elephants come to this area and damage the growing crops. Basically they come from the hilly area to the plain area in search of affordable feedings as they cannot have feedings in the hilly area. In this field, the governmental and non-governmental organizations should come forward to take an appropriate step for permanent solution so that the lives of such poor human beings can be saved in future. And the forest department should take plan for elephants’ food production so that such incidence can be reduced gradually. The human beings should learn to love the elephants. Without any reason the elephants do not harm the human beings. So we should create a friendship atmosphere with the elephants.
Itemized Budget and Proposal

Proposal for building house for the family of 4 with one room and one toilet. Total cost is 4,00,000

House will have an area of 320 sq. ft. (20 x 16) with brick wall, tin roof, etc. Estimated budget is 1250 Rs / sq. ft totaling to 4,00,000.

Asha SV approved an amount of 1,50,000 for one time funding.